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Hey there, beautiful. It’s David here. 

I have another episode of Attraction Pebbles for you today.

Whats up? How’s the day going for you my friend?

My day, couldn’t be better because I’m making this video right now, and I get to 

share some wonderful education and wisdom with you.

Now before we get started, I want you to think back, and dig into your memory a 

little bit.

Think back to when you were a little child, did you ever have a nickname that you 

went by? 

What was that nick name? Do you remember? of course you remember!  

In fact, you probably had a few nicknames, so pick your favorite one out. Does it put 

a little smile on your face thinking about that nickname? 

It does for me and I hope it does for you as well. 

For most of us, we have rather fond memories of our nicknames. And sometimes 

these nicknames carry through our whole lives and they carry the sense of affection, 

love and warmth.

This is the topic that we’re going to talk about today in this episode of attraction 

pebbles.
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We’re going to talk about how to create nicknames in order to stimulate attraction 

and build a sense of loyalty and affection.

You see, Nicknames are actually deeply rooted in our primitive tribal brains. It’s a 

way for us to know who’s in our inner circle and who isn’t. The people inside our 

circles know our nicknames, the rest are outsiders.

If you just met someone in a professional environment, you would be quite formal 

and call them by their proper name, perhaps even address them as a Mr, or Mrs. 

And that’s great for work. 

However, building attraction is different, it’s very personal. The deeper you can go, 

the more attraction you can build, the stronger the bond you can build. So when it 

comes to building attraction, the more personal, the better.

I’ll say that again. 

When it comes to building attraction, the more personal, the better. Which means 

you have a better chance of building attraction by going over the top and offending 

someone than you have been too surface and never get personal enough.

Attraction doesn’t escalate when you’re sitting together and talking about how the 

new government initiative to stimulate the economy or the new 17 point tax saving 

plan. It doesn’t happen that way.
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Attraction happens when it’s deep and personal. It happens when you get to the 

bottom of who that person is, and get to know their values, their desires, their fears 

and their passions. So this is where nicknames come into the picture.

Creating and fostering nicknames has this magical capacity to bypass all the 

surface stuff, and speaks to a much deeper part of a person.

It makes people feel like... ah... they know me and they’re in my inner circle. They 

speak my language. They get me.

And it’s also an easy way to telegraph affection without directly being affectionate. 

I’ll give you an example... just imagine me right now, calling out your full name. 

Compare that to... hey there beautiful. Or Hey there trouble. You see, I used a couple 

of very generic nicknames, and they probably spoke to a much deeper part of you. 

And I’m sure you can feel yourself responding differently. Right?

So this means your job isn’t so much to learn and discover a man’s childhood 

nicknames. Your job is to create brand new ones that only you know about and only 

you use. 

In other words, you’re creating a brand new association with this nickname, and 

you’re also using it to create a little private bubble between you two.

Now let me tell you this.
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When it comes to coming up with a nickname, it really doesn’t have to be original, 

or it doesn’t have to be super creative. As long as it follows a couple of rules.

First thing, it has to connect with the personality of the man. If a man is extremely 

tall, then you can call him Mr. Skyscraper, or you can take it the other way and call 

him “Hey Shortie”, but it has to do some of his obvious natural character traits. 

Otherwise you’re creating a disconnect. 

Secondly, it’s great if you can insert some “under the radar” ego stroking in the 

nick name. For example, danger dave, because men intuitively know that being 

dangerous is a turn on for women. So it is an ego stroking nickname that he is going 

to like, and therefore he’ll emotionally associate you with better things.

You probably wouldn’t make a nickname such as bad breath Billy, it just doesn’t 

work that well. It’s not cool to have bad breath and it makes everyone awkward.

So let me tell you a few things that’s considered cool to a man that also closely 

linked to attraction. 

Anything to do with danger, risk taking, being social, has amazing skills or good at 

making decisions. These are masculine traits that men are proud of. 

So in order to telegraph affection without really directly showing affection, pick a 

good nickname,that fits along those lines. 

Let me give you some good examples... 
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Magic Mike. (as it implies that he has magic, which is pretty cool. And I know it’s 

the name of a movie, but it doesn’t matter).

Pistol pete. (just because pistols are cool, and it indicates strength and decisiveness) 

Now, if you’re struggling with coming up with something, don’t worry. Just stick 

with a generic nickname. It’s much better to use something simple, rather than 

busting your brain to come up with something clever.

Let me give you some of my favourites generic nicknames.

Rebel. You’re such a rebel. Why are you such a rebel. 

Brat is one of my all time favourites. You’re such a brat! When you say it with a 

sense of playfulness, it tends to really connect with a man.

Even though it’s almost like a negative nickname, it telegraphs affection because it 

has a push and pull effect. It’s like a negative compliment. 

What about, Hey Muscles. Or if they’re really well built, call him Skinny. Hey skinny! 

Or call him Tiny. 

If he’s well behaved, call him Mr. Perfect, or Mr. goodie goodie, or you can take it 

totally the opposite direction and call him Mr. Trouble maker... woo that will stir 

things up a little.
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What about “Chief”. which indicates authority.

There is literally an endless number of ways you can put together a nick name. You 

just have to be slightly creative and have some fun with it.

So when you’ve come up with this nickname, make sure you use it and use it 

often. Make it seem like it’s YOUR nickname for HIM. No one else’s, just something 

between you and him. 

The point is to refer back the nick name, as an anchor to trigger that sense of 

affection over and over again. 

Remember think of something that indicates masculine traits, such as danger, risk 

taking, being social, has amazing skills or good at making decisions and you can’t 

go wrong.

Alright, so I hope you go out there and put this to use. A good idea is to have a couple 

of generic nicknames in your backpocket, that you can refer to at any point. 

The ones I really like are, hey trouble or hello stranger. it just sets the interaction up 

to be that little bit more fun. 

So I hope you enjoyed this episode of attraction pebbles. Go out there, give them a 

go, and see how much fun you can have with some nicknames! Alright, I’ll talk to 

you soon!


